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With regard to the following paragraph, answer the following questions:

Different people spend their weekends in different ways. Some enjoy going to the

mountains to hike, ski, or just relax. Water skiing is much more difficult than snow skiing.

Others prefer going to the beach to enjoy the seashore activities and to get a suntan.

Some of these people work very hard during the week, others have rather relaxing jobs.

Still others like to relax by staying home and reading a good book.

a. Write the topic sentence. (0.5)

b. Circle the key words or phrases in the topic sentence. (0.5)

c. Is the paragraph unified? ………………. Why?  (1) 
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Rewrite the following sentences using the words given for each one. (3)

a. Because rainfall patterns will change, water supplies in some areas will diminish.

    Due to ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. .

b. The final choices are made ; telegrams are sent to the New Nobel laureates.

After making …………………………………………………………………………………………………… .

c. The typical extrovert  is particularly fond of parties and people- oriented activities; in

contrast, the typical introvert is a quiet, introspective sort of person.

While

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Considering the two special types of enumerative paragraphs (chronological and

process), answer the following questions:

a. Why do you classify chronological order as enumera4on? (1)

b. How is a process paragraph different from a narra4ve chronological order? (1) 
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With regard to the following paragraph, answer the following questions:

When European theorists speak of equality, they commonly mean equal status or equal

wealth. When Americans use the same term, they usually mean a competition in which

everyone gets an equal start. Most of great social reforms of the 1960s were designed to

bring the poor and the blacks "into the running" on something approaching  the  same

footing as the more prosperous and better educated majority. Giving everyone the vote,

teaching children to read, and getting them all through high school with a real chance of

college beyond all represent the kind of equality that has enormous support in the

United States. The basic arrangement of economic life has always provided a balance:

enough to permit new initiative to flourish wherever it might arise and enough inequality

to reward it. Nowhere else have the rewards been so rich and the distribution so wide.

a. Why is this interpretation of equality a stipulated definition rather than a formal one?

(1)

b. What is the topic sentence?(1)

c. What type of development is used to support the topic sentence?(1) 
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